There is an analogous result for blue percolation. Let G red = G red (?) be the extended Cayley graph of ? (see Section 1), and for n 2 let N n to be the number of self-avoiding paths in G red that start at vertex 1 and return to vertex 1 after n steps. De ne r = lim sup n!1 (N n ) 1 n :
Proposition 15. If (1 ? p)r < 1 then with P p ?probability 1, blue sector percolation occurs.
8. The Triangle Groups ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0) The theorems of Dehn and Selberg can in some cases be used more e ciently than in Proposition 13. In this section we will use Dehn's theorem and a coset argument to show that theorems A-B extend to the triangle groups ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0) for m 5.
The triangle group ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0) contains the surface group ? m as a subgoup of index 4m. Its action on the hyperbolic plane may be described as follows. Begin with a regular hyperbolic 4m?gon R with angles =2m at the corners and with center at the origin; this is a fundamental polygon for ? m . Partition R into 4m congruent isosceles hyperbolic triangles T i ; 1 i 4m, by drawing geodesic segments from the origin 0 to the corners of R. Then T 1 is a fundamental polygon for ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0), and ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0) is generated by the hyperbolic rotations 1 ; 2 ; 3 through angle =2m about the vertices 0; w 2 ; w 3 of T 1 , respectively. The tessellation g(T 1 ), where g 2 ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0), coincides with the tessellation g(T i ), where g 2 ? m and i = 1; 2; ; 4m; thus, the tiles g(T 1 ), g 2 ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0) are the triangles obtained by drawing the geodesic segments from the centers to the corners in all the 4m?gons g(R); g 2 ? m . The gure below shows the tessellation for the group ?(2; 8; 8; 0). Theorem 3. Let ? = ?(2; 4m; 4m; 0). If m 5 then there exist 0 < p 1 < p 2 < 1 such that for all p 2 (p 1 ; p 2 ), red and blue sector percolation occur with P p ?probability 1 on ?. Proof. Let a 1 i ; b 1 i , 1 i m, be the generators of the surface group ? m contained as a subgroup in ?, and let F m be the subgroup generated by a 1 i , 1 i m. By Corollary
Proof. Let T be the Dirichlet fundamental polygon for ? g with center at the origin (i.e., T is the set of all points in the hyperbolic plane that are closer to the vertex 1 than to any other vertex h 2 ? g ). Then T is the union of tiles h i (T), where T is the Dirichlet polygon for ? centered at the origin and h 1 ? g ; : : :; h ? g is an enumeration of the cosets of ? g in ?. Furthermore, every tile h(T ), where h 2 ? g , is the union of exactly tiles g i (T), where g i 2 ? . Under P p , the probability that for a given tile h(T ) in the ? g ?tessellation all of the constituent tiles g i (T) in the ??tessellation are colored blue is p . Consequently, by Theorem 2, if (1) holds then blue percolation will occur with positive probability.
Remark. The same argument shows that if (1?p) > (2g?1) ?1 then red sector percolation occurs with P p ?probability 1. Clearly, an in nite blue cluster may intersect a tile h(T ) in the ? g ?tessellation without all of its constituent subtiles g i (T) being colored blue, so the bound is crude. Better estimates can in some cases be obtained by a more careful consideration of the possible red-blue con gurations inside a tile h(T ) { see Section 8 below for an example.
7.2. Critical Probability for Percolation. Let ? be a co-compact Fuchsian group, and consider the Cayley graph G blue = G blue (?). For n 2 let N n be the number of self-avoiding paths in G blue that start at 1 and return to 1 after n steps. De ne r = lim sup r jGj (?) , where G is the set of (side-pairing) generators of ? and (?) is the (inverse) spectral radius of the simple nearest-neighbor random walk on (?; G).
Proof of Proposition 14. If red percolation occurs with P p ?probability 0 then, with probability 1, for every n 1 there is a closed blue path n surrounding the circle of (hyperbolic) radius n centered at the origin. This path may be chosen to be self-avoiding (up to the last step). It has a point (vertex) g n of closest approach to the origin, and has (word) length L n satisfying L n Ce kgnk ; where kgk is the hyperbolic distance from vertex g to the vertex 1. (This is because the hyperbolic circle of radius t has hyperbolic circumference e t .)
The number of self-avoiding closed paths of length l whose hyperbolic distance to the origin is less than c log l is no larger than O(l c N l ), since the number of vertices at distance less than c log l to the origin is O(l c ). For any such path, the P p ?probability that all its vertices are colored blue is p l . Hence, the expected number of such blue paths of length l l is O(
If pr < 1 this sum is nite, and so the number of such closed blue paths is P p ?almost surely nite. Consequently, if pr < 1 then red percolation occurs almost surely.
P p ?probability 1. De ne p 1 = inffp j P p (blue percolation) > 0g; p 2 = supfp j P p (red percolation) > 0g: By Theorem 2, p 1 < 1=(2g ? 1) and p 2 > (2g ? 2)=(2g ? 1). By Proposition 5, for p < p 1 there is, with P p ?probability 1, a single in nite red cluster, and for p > p 2 there is with P p ?probability 1, a single in nite blue cluster. By Corollary 3, for all p 2 (p 1 ; p 2 ), there are, with probability 1, in nitely many in nite red clusters and in nitely many in nite blue clusters. Thus, to complete the proof it su ces to show that p 1 > 0 and p 2 < 1.
Let m be the cardinality of the set of generators of ?, i.e., the number of sides of the fundamental tile T, and de ne Z n to be the number of tiles g(T) at word distance n from T in the blue cluster containing T. Observe that for every tile g(T) in this blue cluster that is at word distance n from T, the number of neighboring blue tiles g 0 (T) at word distance n + 1 from T is dominated by a Binomial (m; p) random variable, since g(T) has only m neighbors. Consequently, by an easy construction, there exists (possibly on an enlarged probability space) a Galton-Watson process Y n with o spring distribution Binomial (m; p)
If mp < 1, the Galton-Watson process is subcritical, and EZ n < (1 ? mp) ?1 for all n 1. This implies that the blue cluster containing T is nite with P p probability 1. A similar argument shows that if m 0 (1 ? p) < 1, where m 0 is the degree of each vertex in the graph G red (i.e., the number of tiles g(T) that intersect T in at least one point) then the red cluster containing T is nite with P p ?probability 1 This theorem is often referred to as \Dehn's algorithm" because it provides an automatic way to determine whether a word w in the generators represents the identity, and therefore an automatic way to determine whether two words W 1 ; W 2 represent the same group element of the surface group.
Say that a word W is reduced if it contains no subwords xx ?1 with x a generator, and say that it is Dehn reduced if it cannot be shortened by either of the methods speci ed in the theorem. Call such a region a hypercyclic strip bounded by A and A 0 at in nity. It now follows that for some hypercyclic strip S a bounded by A and A 0 at in nity, the probability that there is a doubly in nite red path connecting A and A 0 and lying entirely in S a is positive.
Similarly, there is a hypercyclic strip S b bounded by B and B 0 at in nity such that, with positive probability, there is a doubly in nite red path connecting B and B 0 and lying entirely in S b .
Fix 2 @H, and let 0 be the antipodal point of @H. Let J and J 0 be the open arcs of @H with endpoints and 0 , and let be the geodesic ray emanating from the origin 0 that converges to . The geodesic passes through a sequence g n (T) of tiles, beginning with g 0 = 1 (since by convention the origin is an interior point of T). For each g n at least one of the hypercyclic strips g n (S a ); g n (S b ) \cuts" the geodesic , i.e., the boundary arcs g n (A) and g n (A 0 ) (or the boundary arcs g n (B) and g n (B 0 )) are contained in opposite arcs J; J 0 . Hence, for either i = a or i = b (or both), the hypercyclic strip g n (S i ) cuts for in nitely many g n . It follows that there is a subsequence h k of the sequence g n such that for i = a or i = b
(1) Each hypercyclic strip h k (S i ) cuts ; and (2) Distinct hypercyclic strips h k (S i ); h l (S i ) are strongly nonoverlapping, in the sense that every tile g(T) of the tessellation intersects the closure of at most one of the strips. Let F k be the event that there is a doubly in nite red path lying entirely inside the hypercyclic strip h k (S i ) that connects its opposite boundary arcs (h k (A) and h k (A 0 ) if i = a, and h k (B) and h k (B 0 ) if i = b). Since distinct strips h k (S i ) are strongly nonoverlapping, the events F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : are independent; and since the strips h k (S i ) are all congruent by an element of ?, the events F k all have the same probability. By construction, this probability is positive. Consequently, by the Strong Law of Large Numbers, in nitely many of the strips h k (S i ) contain doubly in nite red paths connecting opposite arcs J; J 0 . But the existence of any such red path precludes the possibility of an in nite blue path that starts at the vertex i and has as a cluster point.
Corollary 7. With probability 1, the Lebesgue measure of i g is 0. PURDUE UNIVERSITY Let F i be the event that there is an in nite self-avoiding blue path starting at g i and passing only through tiles that intersect H i . Since the half-planes do not overlap, the events F i are conditionally independent (given the assignment of colors to vertices inside C n ), and by Lemma 7, each F i has conditional probability at least . For each event F i that occurs there is a distinct limit point in . Hence, since jA n j ! 1, the Weak Law of Large Numbers implies that, for every m < 1, the probability that j j m is 0. Corollary 6. For every half-plane H H there exists, with probability 1, an in nite blue cluster contained entirely in H with in nitely many distinct limit points in @H. Proof. Let A @H be the boundary arc of the half-plane H. Since hyperbolic xed points are dense in A, Lemma 5 implies that, with probability 1, there is a doubly in nite red path connecting non-overlapping closed arcs B; B 0 contained in A. By Proposition 2, there is an in nite blue cluster that has a cluster point on the arc of A between B and B 0 . By Proposition 10, this in nite blue cluster has in nitely many distinct limit points in @H. But all limit points of the cluster must be contained in the arc of A between B and B 0 , because the blue cluster cannot cross the doubly in nite red path connecting B and B 0 .
Proposition 11. If i g 6 = ; then almost surely i g is a perfect set.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may take g = 1. We will consider only the case i =blue.
Suppose the statement were false. Then there would exist a nonempty open arc A of the circle @H such that, with positive probability, \ A is a nonempty nite set. Moreover, since in nite red clusters accumulate at a dense set of points in A, for some n < 1 there would exist, with positive probability, in nite red clusters C 1 ; C 2 such that (i) each of C 1 ; C 2 contains a vertex at hyperbolic distance < n from the origin; and (ii) the limit sets of C 1 ; C 2 contain points 1 ; 2 2 A, respectively, such that all points of \ A lie between 1 and 2 . Let B be the event that all of these things occur, i.e., that \A is a nonempty nite set and there exist in nite red clusters C 1 ; C 2 with the properties detailed above. By hypothesis, P p (B) > 0: Consider the event B 0 consisting of all con gurations ! such that, for some con guration ! 0 2 B, ! is obtained from ! 0 by changing to red the colors of all vertices g at hyperbolic distance < n from the origin. Observe that changing these vertices to red has the e ect of disconnecting the in nite blue cluster that (before the color changes) contained the vertex 1, leaving at least one in nite blue cluster all of whose limit points are in A, and therefore with only nitely many limit points. Since P p (B) > 0, Lemma 3 implies that P p (B 0 ) > 0: But on the event B 0 there is, by construction, an in nite blue cluster whose limit set is nite. This contradicts Proposition 10.
Proposition 12. For every 2 @H, P p f 2 i g g = 0: Proof. It su ces to prove the statement for g = 1. For de niteness, let i =blue. Let A; B; A 0 ; B 0 be nonoverlapping closed arcs of @H, each of length l < =2, such that B; A 0 ; and B 0 are obtained by rotating A by =2; ; and 3 =2 radians, respectively. (Thus, the geodesics in H from the centers of A and B to the centers of A 0 and B 0 , respectively, meet at the central point 0 of H at right angles.) By Lemma 4, the probability that there B 1 is \cut o " at C n . Consequently, on the event f 6 = ;g, it cannot happen that jA n j k for in nitely many n; thus, jA n j ! 1 a.s.
Let be an oriented doubly in nite geodesic that intersects the tile T, and de ne R( ; 1) to be the event that there is an in nite self-avoiding blue path starting at 1 and passing only through tiles g(T) that intersect the half-plane to the right of . Lemma 7. There exists > 0 such that for every oriented doubly in nite geodesic that intersects the tile T, P p (R( ; 1)) : Proof. Choose nitely many half-planes H 1 ; : : :; H l such that for every oriented doubly in nite geodesic intersecting the tile T, one of the half-spaces H i lies entirely to the right of . (If l is suitably large then the half-spaces bounded by the geodesics joining successive points e 2 j=l on @H will work, because the tile T is compact in H.) For each H i there is a vertex g i 2 ? such that, with positive probability, there is an in nite self-avoiding blue path starting at g i and lying entirely in H i { this follows from Proposition 4. Now let i be the geodesic segment from the vertex 1 (at the origin) to the vertex g i , and let K i be the set of all g 2 ? such that i intersects the tile g(T). If there is an in nite self-avoiding blue path starting at g i and lying entirely in H i , and if all of the vertices in K i are colored blue, then, clearly, for every oriented doubly in nite geodesic that intersects the tile T and contains H i entirely to its right, there is an in nite self-avoiding blue path starting at 1 and passing only through tiles g(T) on the right of . But by Lemma 3 the probability that all of the vertices in K i are colored blue and that there is an in nite self-avoiding blue path starting at g i and lying entirely in H i is positive. The lemma follows. Proof of Proposition 10. By Lemma 6, jA n j ! 1 a.s. on the event f 6 = ;g, so there exist subsets A n A n such that jA n j ! 1 and such that min g;h2A n g6 =h d H (g; h) ?! 1 as n ! 1, where d H denotes the hyperbolic distance. For each g i 2 A n , choose a geodesic i tangent to the circle C n that passes through the tile g i (T), and let H i be the half-plane bounded by i exterior to C n . Because the hyperbolic distance between any two distinct g i 2 A n is large, the half-planes H i do not overlap (in fact the minimum distance between distinct H i converges to 1 as n ! 1). Proof. By Proposition 7, i g is also the set of cluster points of the i?cluster containing g. Suppose that n 2 i g is a sequence converging in @H to some point . We must show that there is an in nite path in the (in nite) i? cluster C g containing g that has as a cluster point.
For each n there is a self-avoiding path n in C g that converges to n . Since n ! , there exist vertices g n 2 n such that g n ! . Each g n is an element of C g ; consequently, for each n there is a nite path n starting at g and ending at g n . Let be the in nite path in C g that rst follows 1 from g to g 1 and then 1 in reverse from g 1 back to g, then follows 2 from g to g 2 and then 2 in reverse from g 2 back to g, etc. For each n the path visits g n , so is a cluster point of the path . It obviously su ces to prove the proposition for g = 1, and for de niteness we shall consider only the case i =blue. Write blue 1 = . The proof requires viewing the percolation process in \layers". Let C n be the hyperbolic circle of radius n centered at the origin 0, and let B n be the set of vertices g 2 ? such that the tile g(T) does not lie entirely outside C n . For each n 1 de ne A n to be the (random) set of all g 2 ? such that (i) there exists a blue path from the vertex 1 to the vertex g such that all vertices on are in B n ; and (ii) the tile g(T) intersects the circle C n . Lemma 6. On the event f 6 = ;g, jA n j ?! 1 almost surely. Proof. First note that if 6 = ; then each A n is nonempty, because if A n = ; then the blue cluster B 1 containing vertex 1 must lie entirely inside C n . Let be the cardinality of the set of generators of ? and q = 1 ?p be the probability that a vertex is colored red. Suppose that jA n j k; then there is (conditional) probability at least q k that B 1 is \cut o " at C n , i.e., that all the tiles outside C n bordering tiles g(T) where g 2 A n are colored red. If B 1 is \cut o " at C n then clearly A n+d = ;, where d is the smallest integer smaller than the diameter of the tile T, and so = ;. By L evy's version of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, if jA n j k for in nitely many n, then, with probability 1, for some n it will happen that it rst reaches a point of 2 ; then follow 2 until it rst reaches a point of 3 ; etc. The resulting path will converge to .
Simultaneous Red and Blue Sector Percolation
If i?sector percolation and j?percolation occur with positive probability, then by Corollary 3 red and blue sector percolation both occur almost surely. In this section we will investigate the consequences of simultaneous red and blue sector percolation. Throughout the section, the following standing hypothesis will be in force: Hypothesis 1. Red and blue sector percolation both occur almost surely. 5 converging to B and B 0 , respectively. Let g and g 0 be the initial points of and 0 , and let be a nite path in G red connecting g and g 0 . The doubly in nite path comprised of the paths ; ; and 0 separates from 0 ; consequently, any in nite blue path that has both and 0 as cluster points must cross in nitely often. Since is nite, such a blue path could not possibly be self-avoiding. Proposition 7. Every i?cluster point is an i?limit point (i =Red or Blue). Proof. For de niteness, let i =blue. Let 2 @H be a blue cluster point; then by de nition there exists an in nite blue path that has as a cluster point. We will use to construct a self-avoiding blue path 0 that converges to .
Since has as a cluster point, there exists a sequence of vertices g n on such that g n ! . Consequently, for each n 1 there exists a ( nite) self-avoiding blue path n that connects g 0 to g n , obtained by following from g 0 to g n , excising any \loops" that occur along the way. Let Choose nonempty open arcs C 1 ; C 2 whose closures are contained in B 1 ; B 2 , respectively. As n ! 1 the arcs g n C 1 and g n C 2 converge to { in particular, for su ciently large n any doubly in nite i?path connecting g n C 1 and g n C 2 will separate from A. But Lemma 4, Lemma 2, and the Ergodic Theorem imply that, with probability 1, for in nitely many n there exist doubly in nite i?paths that connect g n C 1 and g n C 2 .
Corollary 5. Suppose that red and blue sector percolation both occur with probability 1.
Then with probability 1, no hyperbolic xed point is a red cluster point or a blue cluster point. Proof. Lemma 5 implies that, for any particular hyperbolic xed point , the probability that is a red cluster point or a blue cluster point is 0. Since the set of hyperbolic xed points is countable, the corollary follows.
Note. A stronger result will be proved in Proposition 12 below. Proposition 5. Assume that i?sector percolation occurs but that j?percolation does not occur (where i =Red, j =Blue or i =Blue, j =Red). Then with probability 1, there is a single in nite i?cluster, and every 2 @H is a limit point of this cluster. Proof. If j?percolation does not occur then all j?clusters are nite, and, consequently, surrounded by closed i?paths. It follows that for every n 1 there is a closed i?path n surrounding the ball of radius n centered at the origin 0. Any in nite i?cluster must intersect all but nitely many of the paths n . But if two in nite i?clusters intersect the same n then they coincide, because they are connected by n . It follows that there is only one in nite i?cluster.
For any nonempty open arc A of @H, de ne the angular sectorÂ over A to be the set of all 2 H such that the geodesic emanating from the origin and passing through converges to a point of A. The edges of this angular sector are the two geodesics emanating from the origin and converging to the endpoints of A. If n is any closed path in H that surrounds the ball of radius n centered at the origin, then for any angular sectorÂ n there is a segment n of n that connects the edges ofÂ n and lies entirely in the closure ofÂ n .
Fix 2 @H; we will construct an in nite i?path that converges to . Let fA n g n 1 be a nested sequence (i.e., the closure of each A n is contained in A n?1 ) of nonempty open arcs such that 1 \ n=1 A n = f g: By Proposition 4, for each n there is an in nite i?path n that converges to A n . The path n may be chosen so that it lies entirely in the angular sectorÂ n?1 over A n?1 . For each n the path n must cross all but nitely many of the closed i?paths m ; in particular, for each n there exists m n > m n?1 so large that n crosses m for all m m n . Build an in nite i?path as follows: Proceed along 1 until it rst reaches a point of 2 ; then follow 2 We will show that this is true for a large class of co-compact Fuchsian groups (see Corollary 4 below), but a general proof has eluded us. Lemma 4. If i?sector percolation occurs then for every pair A; A 0 of nonempty arcs in @H the probability that there is a doubly in nite i?path connecting A with A 0 is positive. Proof. With probability 1 there exist in nite paths converging to A and A 0 . Consequently, for su ciently large n there exist, with positive probability, in nite paths converging to A and A 0 , respectively, both originating in B n = the set of all vertices g 2 ? at hyperbolic distance n from the origin. Clearly, on the event that all vertices in B n are colored i, any two such in nite paths could be connected to form a doubly in nite path connecting A with A 0 . It follows from Lemma 3 that this happens with positive probability. Corollary 4. Suppose that for some value of p red sector percolation and blue sector percolation both occur with positive P p ?probability. Then for all values of p and i =red or blue, if i?percolation occurs with positive P p ?probability then i?sector percolation occurs with P p ?probability 1. Proof. If for some p red sector percolation and blue sector percolation both occur with positive P p ?probability, then they occur with P p ?probability 1. Hence, for any p p , blue sector percolation occurs with P p ?probability 1, and for any p p , red sector percolation occurs with P p ?probability 1. Thus, for every value of p, it is P p ? almost sure that i?sector percolation occurs for either i =blue or i =red. Corollary 3 therefore implies that if j?percolation occurs with positive P p ?probability then j?sector percolation occurs with P p ?probability 1 hence, with probability 1, there are i?cluster points in in nitely many of the arcs g n A.
In particular, i?cluster points accumulate at the attractive xed point of g. Since the attractive xed points of hyperbolic elements are dense in @H ( 5] , Theorem 3.4.4) it follows that with probability 1 the i?cluster points are dense in @H. This result might lead one to suspect (however brie y) that in the i?percolation regime all points of @H are i?cluster points. Later we will show that this is not the case: When red and blue sector percolation occur simultaneously (see section 4 for the de nition) and there are in nitely many i?clusters, the set of i?cluster points has (Lebesgue) measure zero, with probability 1. Thus, the size (as measured, for instance, by Hausdor dimension) of the set of i?cluster points is an interesting quantity.
Essentially the same proof as in the previous proposition yields the following. Proposition 3. If an i?limit point exists with positive probability then with probability 1 the set of i?limit points is dense in @H.
For any nonempty arc A (possibly a single point) of @H, say that there is an i?path converging to A if there is an in nite i?path all of whose cluster points are in A. Proof. Choose a hyperbolic element g 2 ? whose attractive xed point is contained in A 0 . By Lemma 2 and the Ergodic Theorem, for in nitely many of the arcs g n A there are in nite i?paths that converge to g n A, with probability 1. Since the attractive xed point of g is contained in A 0 , all but nitely many of the arcs g n A are contained in A 0 .
Sector Percolation
Say that i?sector percolation occurs if there is an in nite i ? path that converges to a nonempty open arc A of @H such that A 6 = @H. By the last proposition of the preceding section, if i?sector percolation occurs with positive probability then, with probability 1, for su ciently large n the indicators 1 A and 1 B L g depend on disjoint sets of coordinates, and therefore are independent under P p . Suppose that for some k 2 (1; 1) the event fN i = kg had positive probability. Let B n be the event that all in nite i?clusters intersect the ball of radius n centered at the origin of H; then for su ciently large n, P p (fN i = kg \ B n ) > 0: Let K be the set of all g 2 ? such that g(0) is contained in the ball of radius n centered at 0. By Lemma 3, P p ((fN i = kg \ B n ) i;K ) > 0: But this is impossible, because on B i;K n there is only one in nite i?cluster.
process in which individual particles follow (hyperbolic) Brownian paths and undergo binary ssions at rate > 0. As shown in 6], there is a threshold value c = 1=8 (corresponding to the threshold p 2 in Theorem A above) such that (i) for > c the process is \recurrent" in the sense that, with probability 1, for every compact subset K of the hyperbolic plane there are particles in K at inde nitely large times; and (ii) for < c the process is \transient" in the sense that with probability 1 it dies out in every compact set eventually. For > c , every point of @H is an accumulation point of the traces of particle trajectories, but for < c the set of such accumulation points is, with probability 1, a closed, perfect, nowhere dense set with Hausdor dimension = 1 ?
Thus, the recurrence/transience dichotomy is re ected in the topological and metric properties of the limit set.
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0-1 Laws
A con guration is a function from the group ? to the two-element set f0; 1g. Con gurations may be identi ed with two-colorings (with 0 = red, 1 = blue) of the vertex set of either the Cayley graph G blue (?) of ? or the extended Cayley graph G red (?). The probability measure P p is the product Bernoulli measure on con guration space , i.e., the probability measure on the Borel subsets of con guration space that makes the coordinate random variables ( g ) g2? independent, identically distributed Bernoulli-p. A tail event is a
Borel subset B of with the following property: for any two con gurations ; 0 that di er in only nitely many entries, either 2 B and 0 2 B or 2 B c and 0 2 B c . Lemma 1. Every tail event has P p ?probability 0 or 1.
Proof. This is the Kolmogorov 0-1 Law. Lemma 2. If g 2 ? is non-elliptic then the measure-preserving system ( ; P p ; L g ) is ergodic and mixing. Proof. It su ces to prove that the system is mixing, as this implies ergodicity. For this it su ces, by a routine approximation argument, to prove that for any two cylinder events A; B (events whose indicator functions depend only on nitely many coordinates), lim n?!1 P p (A \ L ?n g B) = P p (A)P p (B): If g is non-elliptic, then g n ! 1, and consequently for every h 2 ?, g n h ! 1. Since each of the indicators 1 A ( ); 1 B ( ) depends on only nitely many coordinates of , it follows that colored blue, say that blue percolation (or site percolation) has occurred. If there is an in nite connected set of vertices in G red all of which are colored red, say that red percolation has occurred. In any case, de ne a blue cluster to be a maximal connected set of blue vertices in G blue , and a red cluster to be a maximal connected set of red vertices in G red . Thus, blue percolation occurs i there is an in nite blue cluster, and red percolation occurs i there is an in nite red cluster.
Similarly, de ne a blue path to be a (connected) path in the graph G blue all of whose vertices are colored blue, and de ne a red path to be a (connected) path in the graph G red all of whose vertices are colored red. Such paths will be identi ed with piecewise-geodesic paths in the hyperbolic plane. When topological properties of in nite blue paths or red paths are discussed, the implicit topology will always be the usual Euclidean topology on the closed unit disk H @H. The following topological facts will be of crucial importance: 1.3. Principal Results. The principal results of the paper concern the existence of a percolation phase in which in nitely many in nite blue clusters and in nitely many red clusters co-exist. In section 6, we will prove a stronger form of the following theorem:
Theorem A. For any co-compact Fuchsian group of genus g 2 there exist 0 < p 1 < p 2 < 1 such that (1) For p < p 1 there is a single in nite red cluster and no in nite blue cluster, with probability 1.
(2) For p > p 2 there is a single in nite blue cluster and no in nite red cluster, with probability 1.
(3) For p 1 < p < p 2 there are in nitely many in nite red clusters and in nitely many in nite blue clusters, with probability 1. We conjecture that this is true for all co-compact Fuchsian groups. In section 8, we will show that it is true also for a class of triangle groups (which have genus g = 0). Benjamini and Schramm 1] have made the more far-reaching conjecture that a similar statement holds for all nonamenable nitely generated discrete groups.
In section 5, we shall consider topological and metric properties of the set of limit points in @H of an in nite cluster (red or blue). We will prove a series of propositions leading to the following theorem:
Theorem B. If for some p it is almost sure that there are in nite red paths and in nite blue paths that converge to points of @H, then for any in nite cluster (red or blue) the set of its limit points in @H is closed, perfect, nowhere dense, and has Lebesgue measure 0.
We conjecture that in these circumstances it is always the case that has Hausdor dimension strictly less than 1.
Theorems A and B were largely inspired by results obtained in 6] concerning branching Brownian motion in the hyperbolic plane. Branching Brownian motion is the branching
